A set of constraints is derived for the operating characteristics of tokamak power reactors which are bulk heated by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH).
Introduction
Considerable interest has developed in the use of electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRIl) for heating tokamak plasmas. The support for this technique is largely based on the results of ECRH experiments on TM-31 and on the development of efficient cyclotron resonance masers (gyrotrons) in the USSR. 2 In this.paper we determine the characteristics of ECRH tokamak reactors based on the requirements for wave propagation and absorption in the plasma.
Heating at both the fundamental and the second harmonic is considered. Constraints on the toroidal beta and on the minimum magnetic field required to obtain suitable fusion power densities are derived. We also calculate the magnetic field and temperature necessary to achieve ignition based on the empirical scaling law for energy confinement time.5 Frequency requirements are determined, and it is shown that frequencies of the order of 200 GHz are attractive for heating tokamak reactors of moderate size and thermal power levels. The extrapolation of high frequency gyrotron technology to develop appropriate heating sources is discussed. 2) extra-ordinary wave heating with w = 0 , where the wave is launched from the inside of the torus (high field region);
3) extra-ordinary wave heating with w = 2P ,with the wave launched from the outside of the torus (low field region).
4) ordinary wave with w = 2 Q0.
0
The wave accessability for each case is illustrated in figure 1 . Note that an extra-ordinary wave launched from the outside with a frequency corresponding to the central cyclotron frequency will always encounter the cut-off at w+ (righthand cut-off) and be reflected before reaching the resonant layer. This mode is therefore unsuitable for central heating; the same restriction exists for heating at the upper hybrid resonance if the wave is to be launched toward the center from the low field side.
Absorption of the ordinary wave at the fundamental cyclotron resonance derives from the theory of propagation in a warm plasma with non-vanishing density 6, 7 and may be considered as a finite Larmor radius effect. The wave damping increases with temperature and density and is at maximum for quasi-perpendicular
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propagation. The optical depth is approximately given by T r 1 0 a jkjR (1) mc where the total absorption integrated along the wave trajectory is given by;
A, 0 = l-exp(-r 10 ) and To is the central temperature, IkI is the wave number at the resonance and R is the major radius. Numerical evaluation of (1) shows that any reasonable reactor grade plasma will be optically thick to the ordinary mode, insuring good absorption. The ordinary wave will propagate to the central resonance providing the plasma frequency does not exceed the wave frequency, i.e.
Note that as a -+ 1 the wave number k + 0 by definition of cut-off, and by (1) the optical depth r -+ 0; hence operation exactly at the cut-off is not possible.
For a given 0, the value a z 2/3 optimizes the optical depth when 0 = W/2; however, for reactor grade plasmas the numerical value of r10 is very large and optimization of this quantity is not required. Values of a > 2/3 are therefore permissable; we note that near 6 = w/2 operation at a = 0.95 reduces r 1 0 by less than a factor or two below its optimum.
Propagation of the extra-ordinary wave to the resonant layer requires launching from the high field side as noted earlier. Then the wave propagates as long as the wave frequency everywhere exceeds that of the left-hand cut-off. For w = a this leads to the propagation condition
The absorption of the extra-ordinary wave arises from resonant energy transfer to the gyrating electron from the right circularly polarized component of the wave. However, as the density is increased the extra-ordinary wave becomes predonimantly left-circularly polarized, leading to a decrease in absorption. The optical depth is approximately given by
where 0 is the angle of propagation with respect to the magnetic field and (4) 2 1/2 ii is valid for (2T /mc ) 1 << -6 << 1. Thus, depending on the angle 0, the o 2 resonant layer may become partially transparent to the extraordinary wave for values of a somewhat less than the cut-off value. In this case it is conceivable that the radiation would propagate through to the upper hybrid layer (see figure 1) where non-linear absorption may take place.
Finally we consider radiation at the second harmonic of the central cyclotron frequency. The propagation of the extraordinary mode is limited by the requirement w > w+ everywhere. In terms of the parameter a this is equivalent to
which is the same as equation (3). We here consider a wave launched from the low field side. Propagation from the high field side will have a smaller limiting a,
8,9
since the maximum value of w will be located at R < R . The optical depth The ordinary mode at the second harmonic will also be absorbed, with an optical 2 8 depth smaller than the above by a factor of(T/mc ) for perpendicular propagation r20 a k 2 kiRo
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For a reactor grade plasma r20 >> 1 so heating at this mode is also possible.
Ordinary mode propagation requires only that w = 20 > wo so we find
Inequalities (2), (3), (5) and (8) represent cut-offs for electron cyclotron and second harmonic resonance heating for both modes of polarization.
Heating will typically take place with a slightly below the cut-off value, in order to maintain strong absorption while optimizing the plasma parameters. An exception may be the X-mode at the fundamental, for which absorption decreases strongly as a approaches 2. In the following treatment we use the various cutoff values for simplicity; it should be understood that actual operation would in any case require a to be at least a few percent lower than this.
The X-mode at the fundamental propagates only from the high-field side, which will lead to considerable access problems in a tokamak reactor. The other three modes considered are accessible from the outside (low-field side). All the modes considered can be shown to be optically thick for a reactor grade plasma.
To be suitable for auxilliary heating, the radiation must also satisfy a startup condition, namely that the plasma be optically thick at a relatively low temperature of 1 or 2 keV. This condition is easily satisfied by all the modes 'considered with the possible exception of the 0-wave at w = 209, for which the optical depth scales with (T/mc ) ; for this mode the start-up capability is marginal, depending sensitively on the initial plasma parameters.
For each of the modes considered, the absorption will take place over a rela- Since the absorption increases with temperature, this effect may result in a shift in the location of the absorption as the plasma is heated. In any case it is important to note that the energy deposited near a resonant layer is rapidly diffused over a flux surface. Therefore, the effective volume in which heating takes place is a toroidal shell defined by the flux surfaces passing through the energy deposition layer. For stable bulk heating and especially for control of the temperature profile it will be desireable to employ radiation sources operating over a range of frequencies, corresponding to different resonant layers in the plasma, so that the energy deposition profile can be varied in a controlled manner.
Implications for Reactor Parameters
As we have seen, the propagation limits for each possible heating mode can -9-be expressed in terms of the parameter a. By casting the reactor quantities of interest in terms of this parameter we can derive the applicable operating regime for each case. In order to determine illustrative reactor parameters, we will consider a circular cross-section tokamak reactor with parabolic density and temperature profiles, i.e.
Where necessary we will further specialize to an aspect ratio A = R /a = 5 and a limiter safety factor q(a) = aB /RB = 3.0, where B is the poloidal field.
The generalization to other values and profile shapes is straight-forward. ponding to the various cut-offs are shown in figure 2 ; note that for a 1, which is the limiting value for propagation of the ordinary mode at the fundamental, and a typical central reactor temperature of 15 keV, <> is 3.9%.
The average fusion power density <P > is given by
where f is a function only of T and profile shape. By introducing the parameter a we can rewrite (12) in terms of the toroidal field and obtain the relation 1/2 <Pf> 11/4 frequency, but is unfavorable from an engineering standpoint beacuse of the difficulty of inside access. Second harmonic heating with the 0-wave is consistent with a low field (3.5 T), high beta device, providing the target plasma is sufficiently hot to provide adequate absorption at start-up. The required field for a given <P > is reduced somewhat by operation at elevated temperature.
f However, there are disadvantages to operating at increased temperature which will be discussed below.
Ignition in a reactor plasma is achieved when the power deposited directly by charged fusion products exceeds losses due to thermal conduction and radiation.
The ignition condition can be expressed in terms of the quantity [n t ]ign as a function of temperature, where T E is the global energy confinement time. We introduce the empirical scaling law for TE5
-21 2 -3 The empirical scaling law (14) is derived from results in present experimental devices, which typically operate in the collisional or plateau regimes.
Extrapolation of (14) to higher temperature and reduced collisionality is uncertain, and values of M greater than unity may be required to achieve ignition.
Significant impurity radiation will also necessitate an increased M . If a margin of ignition of 3 is required, a field of 7 T and frequency of 200 GHz will be needed for a = 1 and w = 00. Heating at the second harmonic reduces the magnetic field requirement, since a can be increased (figure 4b and 4c), but does not permit a reduction in frequency. As shown in figure 4b the frequency is reduced for the case of the X-mode at w = 0 and a z 2. However, the necessity of providing access on the inboard side of the tokamak for this mode may be very difficult to meet, and efficient absorption might not be realized for values of a much above 1, in which case the higher fields and frequencies of figure 4a will apply to this mode as well. We note that while increasing the temperature somewhat reduces the requirements to obtain a given MI, the resulting lowered collisionality may degrade confinement such that a higher margin is needed to achieve ignition. Moreover, as will be discussed below, the attendant increase in plasma beta can adversely affect the MHD stability of the system. By combining the above relationships with possible technological and economic boundaries we can now characterize a tokamak power reactor which is heated with ECRH. We will consider a thermal power rating of 1500 MWth, including exothermal tritium breeding interactions in the blanket such that Qfus = 22.4 MeV.
The thermal power output for a circular plasma is then written as For illustrative purposes we will require that the minor radius satisfy a < 1.5 m
which is consistent with current tokamak power reactor designs. It should be observed that since we have fixed the reactor thermal power, the size limitations of (18) and (19) may be alternately expressed as bounds on the permissible fusion power density. In this form we may.rewrite the wall loading restriction as <P > < 11.25 MW/rm 3 (18a)
while the maximum size implies that
The technology of the radiation source, assumed to be a gyrotron-type cyclotron resonance maser, imposes a limit on the frequency utilized. The power generated by a single tube can be expected to decrease strongly with increasing frequency. For this discussion, we assume vRF < 300 GHz for adequate power - It should be pointed out that we are here considering only that class of reactors for which ECRH is used to heat the plasma to the operating point, where ignition or near-ignition driven operation is assumed to take place. One could conceive of a class of "alpha-boosted" reactors in which ignition occurs for parameters corresponding to values of <P > lower than (19a). In this case excess power in the emitted alpha particles would be used to increase the temperature and density to "boost" the system to an acceptable operating point. Since ECRH would be used only for the first stage of the two-step heating process, the final operating point would not need to satisfy the propagation conditions (2), (3), ( 
5) or (8).
Since only ECR heating to ignition is required for an alpha boosted reactor, the curves of figure 4 alone define the relevant parameters. Anotherpossible means of relaxing the ECRH requirement would be the use of adiabatic compression 11 in major radius following initial heating at low magnetic field. Although the parameter a would not be changed by compression, heating at low magnetic field would reduce the ECRH frequency requirement by C, where C is the ratio of the major radius of the initial plasma to the major radius of the final plasma.
However, the use of large compression ratios in power reactors is unattractive. For ordinary wave heating (a = 1,4) these lines intersect the operating space at the high-field, low temperature extreme; the region appropriate for a = 2, corresponding to extraordinary wave heating at either the fundamental or harmonic, however, lies partially above the high frequency limit for the harmonic. Heating with the X-wave at 2Q and a z 2 will be restricted unless CRM technology is
0.
extended well into the submillimeter band.
Vertical bars of constant <8> are indicated for each region' (see eqn (11), figure 2 ). We note that the a = 1 island lies mostly to the left of the line representing <> = 4%, which represents a possible limit imposed by the onset of the ballooning mode. For the X-wave island, only the section below To = 7.7 keV satisfies this condition, while essentially the entire region for a = 4 has <$> > 8%. Thus, the latter two cases will be viable only if stable high <0> equilibria can be produced, as for example, in a flux conserving tokamak configuration. 13,14
Source Requirements for ECR Heating
The power, P, required to heat the tokamak plasma to ignition temperature can be written approximately as: Eq. (21) is predicated on 100% coupling of the ECR radiation to the plasma, and any reduction in coupling will require an increase in P. Poor coupling and 6 confinement will result, for example, if heating causes a tail of hot electrons.
Such tail heating was not observed in experiments at lower plasma densities , but may occur at higher heating intensities.
The most .promising source for providing ECRH radiation is the gyrotron,2,3 but a major extension of gyrotron performance will be required for plasma heating to ignition. Although the technology of the required gyrotrons is still not certain, we may make the following rough projections of the devices required.
The power emitted by a single gyrotron unit may have to be equal to or greater than about 100 kW for reasons of cost, but may not be much higher because of the difficulty of achieving high power at high frequency. Although we refer to the required 100 kW device as a gyrotron, which is a single cavity oscillator, the required device may also be a more complex tube based upon the same prin- Some of the major considerations in achieving operation at high frequency are efficiency, output power, output mode, polarization, window and waveguide losses, tube lifetime and cost.
Using the theory of Nusinovich and Erm 8 , one can show that an overall efficiency of greater than 30% can be achievedp 9 at a frequency of 200 GHz if the gyrotron is operated at the fundamental frequency (w ). The predicted scaling of gyrotron c efficiency with wavelength is shown in figure 6 . The required field of about 7.5 T for a 200 GHz device could be provided by superconducting magnets. The required output power of 100 kW is very high and may not be attainable with a single gyrotron cavity oscillator. Possibly, a variation of the basic gyrotron configuration will be required to achieve this power level. Very few results have been reported on high frequency gyrotrons to date; consequently, we cannot yet completely characterize the devices required for plasma heating. However, there is every reason to be optimistic that a suitable configuration based on the gyrotron concept can be developed, and the resulting devices should have the high reliability associated with microwave tubes.
Conclusions
Based on this simple treatment we can make several statements about operating regimes, as well as about the probable microwave source requirements. 
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2) Heating with the extraordinary mode at w = 02 close to a = 2 can be used 0 to lower the magnetic field and ECRH frequency requirements if high <S> ( > 4%)
MHD stability is allowed. The frequency requirement would be around 125 GHz for typical reactor parameters. However, the necessity of launching this wave from the inboard side of the vacuum chamber may severely complicate the engineering of the reactor.
3) Based upon propagation requirements second harmonic absorption using the extraordinary mode permits heating at a close to 2 at relatively high <3>
( .05 -.10) and low field. However, ECRH frequencies greater than those required for ordinary mode fundamental heating will be needed to achieve the same fusion power densities and ignition margin. Furthermore, this technique depends on creating an initial target plasma of sufficiently high temperature to absorb the microwave radiation; central temperatures of the order of 2-3 keV would have to be achieved during the ohmic heating phase.
Thus 0-wave heating at w = 20 may have very limited applicability.
5)
A two-stage reactor, heated by ECRH to ignition at low <Pf> and low <a> and subsequently driven to an operating point at higher plasma density by alpha particle heating alone can be envisioned. In this case the magnetic field and the ECRH frequency requirements would no longer be determined by the desired fusion power density. However,. the inability to heat at the operating point can significantly restrict the options for controlling thermal equilibrium and stability. Furthermore, since <a> must be substantially increased by the alpha heating, its value at ignition should be relatively low to insure MHD stability at the operating point. Because <$> is proportional to (aTo), and T 0 required for ignition must exceed 6 keV, a may well be restricted during the ECRH heating phase to values of order 1, regardless of the propagation limit for the specific mode used. From figure 4a we see that even for a two-stage reactor central fields of the order of 5 Tesla or greater will be required, even if ignition occurs at MI = 1.
6)
Each of the ECRH reactor models discussed requires the use of high RF frequencies, with the possible exception of X-mode heating at the fundamental.
The most favorable approach, i.e. the one satisfying the most conservative assumptions, as well as the most straight-forward, is for a reactor heated by the ordinary mode at w= 11. High fields will probably be needed since <0> will be limited to modest values by the propagation requirement. The required frequency will thus be of the order of 200 GHz. Lower field, high beta reactors heated at the second harmonic would require as high or higher frequencies, (approaching 300 GHz). Hence, it is likely that the development of high frequency (>200 GHz) gyrotron sources will be necessary for the use of ECRH to heat tokamak power reactors. with parabolic density and temperature profiles. 
